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We present some empirical methods for determining whether a linear au-
tonomous dynamical system which has a known analytic transfer function is stable
or unstable. These methods are based on the Poisson Integral representation for
H` mappings. Approximations of these integrals are often easily implemented by
standard numerical packages, such as MATLAB, and thus present practical proce-
dures for determining whether a given transfer function does or does not belong to
H`. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Many linear autonomous dynamical systems have their stability behavior
determined by the condition that their Laplace transforms either belong or
do not belong to the class of H` mappings. Those which belong are
usually asymptotically stable. Those which do not belong are usually
unstable. However, it is not always easy to determine whether a given
analytic mapping is or is not in H`. For example, the family of analytic
functions
y1y2 lhe
2f l, h s l 1 q q 1 , h G 0, 0.1 .  . /4
` ’ .is in H when 0 - h - 3 r4 p , otherwise it is not.
The purpose of this paper is to use some tools from Complex Analysis to
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a given analytic mapping to
belong to H`, and then to show how these conditions can be translated
into effective numerical procedures for determining stability or instability.
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These numerical methods use relatively simple computer packages, such as
Simpson's Rule for approximating integrals, but are sometimes, particu-
larly in the case of instability, quite efficacious. They are given in Section 2
of the paper. They are based on the following properties of analytic
mappings. Suppose F is a vector-valued analytic mapping from the com-
plex plane into a Banach space, B, which is uniformly bounded and
analytic in a neighborhood of the imaginary axis. Then F is in H` if and
 .only if either of the following conditions is satisfied, i ,
1 pr2
F l s F i x tan s q y ds , l s x q iy , 0.2 .  .  .H
p ypr2
 .in some neighborhood U in the right half complex plane, ii ,
pr2 y2 ise F i x tan s q y ds s 0 zero vector 0.3 .  .  .H
ypr2
 w x.in a neighborhood, U, in the right half complex plane see 3 .
Thus, for example, suppose F is uniformly bounded and analytic in a
 .neighborhood of the imaginary axis, but the integral in 0.3 is nonzero at
some point, l s x q iy , x ) 0. Then F is not in H`. This condition, if0 0 0 0
it exists, is not difficult to determine by using an approximate integration
 . <  . <scheme for 0.3 provided the norm, F iw , of F along the imaginary axis
tends to zero as w tends to infinity, a condition which holds for the
majority of linear retarded and linear neutral functional differential equa-
tions. These methods may also be used to determine decay rates for
exponentially stable linear systems.
The numerical examples in this paper are, with one exception, confined
to linear functional differential systems. The main reason for this is that
these examples permit one to make a comparison between their numerical
conclusions and known quantitative results. However, the system in Exam-
 .ple 2.1, which is essentially 0.1 , was initially found to be exponentially
stable for the parameter h s 1 using an approximate integration method
on the integral
pr2 y2 ise f i tan s , 1 ds . .H
ypr2
We then used the method described in Example 2.1 to calculate the range
of stability.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
 .1 C will denote the complex plane.
 .2 B will denote a complex Banach space. The zero vector in B will
be denoted by 0.
 .3 Let F be a vector-valued mapping from C into a Banach space
B. Then F is analytic in a nonempty open set D in C if and only if the
Cauchy]Reimann equation
­ F 1 ­ F
s , l s x q iy ,
­ x i ­ y
 w x.is satisfied for all l in D see 4 .
 . `  .4 A mapping F: C ª B is in H if F l is analytic and uniformly
 w x.bounded in Re l ) 0 see 3 .
 .4 Definition: Let F be an analytic mapping from an open set D in
C into B. F is said to be stable if F is in H`, otherwise we say F is
unstable.
A Comment on Numerical Computations. The Texas Instruments TI-85
Programmable Calculator was used to obtain the numerical results appear-
ing in this paper. Thus whenever the value of an expression obtained from
the calculator appears it is given in the form
q s number.Ç
 .For example, in Example 2.3 the quantity H F, 2 is given by
H F , 2 s .559576912078. . Ç
2. THE POISSON INTEGRAL
Let F: C ª B be analytic and uniformly bounded in a neighborhood of
Re l s 0. Then the Poisson Integral of F,
`x F it dt .
I F , l s , l s x q iy , x ) 0, 2.1 .  .H 22p y` x q t y y .
is a uniformly bounded harmonic function on Re l ) 0. If F is also
holomorphic and uniformly bounded in Re l ) 0, then
I F , l s F x q iy s F l 2.2 .  .  .  .
 w x.see 3, Theorem 19.2.1 and Lemma 19.2.1, pp. 444]445 .
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 .Because the domain of integration is infinite, the integral I F, l is
often difficult to approximate by numerical methods, such as Simpson's
Rule. However, a simple change of variable overcomes this difficulty.
 .LEMMA 2.1. The Poisson Integral 2.1 has the representation
1 pr2
F i x tan s q y ds s I F , l , .  .H
p ypr2
l s x q iy , x ) 0. 2.3 .
 .Proof. In 2.1 we substitute t s y q x tan s .
 .  .  .  .If I F, l is analytic in Re l ) 0, then I F, l s F l . However, F l
may be holomorphic and unbounded in Re l ) 0 or holomorphic there,
except at a countable number of points, and in stability problems involving
the Laplace transforms of dynamical systems it is usually not known which
condition is present. The next theorem is a necessary and sufficient
condition for F to be in H`.
THEOREM 2.2. Let F be analytic and uniformly bounded in a neighbor-
hood of Re l s 0. Then
1 pr2 y2 ise F i x tan s q y ds s 0, x ) 0, 2.4 .  .H
p ypr2
`  .is a necessary and sufficient condition for F to be in H . Moreo¨er if 2.4
holds then
F l s I F , l , Re l ) 0. 2.5 .  .  .
 .Proof. A necessary and sufficient condition for I F, l to be holomor-
phic in Re l ) 0 is that the Cauchy]Riemann condition
­ 1 ­
I F , l s I F , l 2.6 .  .  .
­ x i ­ y
be satisfied there. Since F is analytic in a neighborhood of Re l s 0
­ 1 pr2
I F , l s F9 i x tan s q y i tan s ds .  .H
­ x p ypr2
1 1pr2 2s ix sec s F9 ix tan s q y cos s sin s ds .H
p xypr2
y1 pr2
s F i x tan s q y cos 2s ds . 2.7 .  .H
p x ypr2
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Similarly
1 ­ 1 pr2
I F , l s F9 i x tan s q y ds .  .Hi ­ y p ypr2
1 1pr2 2 2s ix sec s F9 i x tan s q y cos s ds .H
p ixypr2
yi pr2
s F i x tan s q y sin 2s ds . 2.8 .  .H
p x ypr2
 . .Thus, when ­ Ir­ x s y 1ri ­ Ir­ y ,
1 pr2
y cos 2s y i sin 2s F i x tan s q y ds .  .H
p x ypr2
1 pr2 y2 iss y e F i x tan s q y ds s 0. 2.9 .  .H
p x ypr2
 .  .But 2.9 is equivalent to 2.4 , which proves the theorem.
 .Notice, that since I F, l is harmonic in Re l ) 0, the functions
 . .  . .­ Ir­ x F, l and ­ Ir­ y F, l are also and, consequently, so is the
function
­ I 1 ­ I
G F , l s F , l y F , l .  .  .
­ x i ­ y
1 pr2 y2 iss y e F i x tan s q y ds . 2.10 .  .H
p x ypr2
 .Moreover, even though they may be complex valued, the functions I f , l
 .and G F, l have harmonic conjugate which are unique up to constants.
 .This implies that if either I F, l is holomorphic in a neighborhood, U, in
 .  .Re l ) 0 or G F, l ' 0 in such a neighborhood then I F, l is holomor-
 .  .phic in Re l ) 0 and consequently F l s I F, l . Conversely, if at some
 .  .  .point l s l q iy , x ) 0, either I F, l / F l or G F, l / 0,0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 . `then F l is not in H . The above observations are encapsulated in the
next theorem.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 2.3. i If either I F, l s F l or G F, l s 0 in some
neighborhood U in Re l ) 0, then F is in H`.
 .  .  .  .ii If either I F, l / F l or G F, l / 0 at some point l in0 0 0 0
Rel ) 0, then F is not in H`.
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Theorem 2.3 has another phrasing. This is based on the following
observation which can easily be verified.
1 pr2
F i x tan s q y ds .H
p ypr2
1 1 y ey2 ispr2
s F x q iy dsH y2 is /p 1 q eypr2
1 1 1 y z
s F x q iy dzH  /2p i z 1 q zC
and
1 1 y ey2 ispr2
F x q iy dsH y2 is /p 1 q eypr2
1 1 y z
s F X q iy dz ,H  /2p i 1 q zC
 < < 4where C s z: z s 1 oriented in the positive direction.
COROLLARY. If for all x q iy, x ) 0, either
1 1 1 y z
F x q iy dz s F x q iy 2.11 .  .H  /2p i z 1 q zC
or
1 1 y z
F x q iy dz s 0 2.12 .H  /2p i 1 q zC
then F is in H`.
`  .Suppose F is meromorphic but not in H . Then the function I F, l is
harmonic, but not analytic. Its structure is described by the next lemma
and theorem.
 .  .mLEMMA 2.4. Let f l s 1r l y m ; where Re m ) 0 and m is a posi-
ti¨ e integer. Then if l s x q iy, x ) 0,
my1 .
I f , l s 2.13 .  .m
l q m .
and
m
2 y1 mx .
yxG f , l s . 2.14 .  .mq 1
l q m .
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 .  .Proof. i Proof of 2.13 .
m2 is1 e q 1 ds .pr2
I f , l s . . H m2 is 2 isp ypr2 x e y 1 q e q 1 iy y m .  .  .
Let e2 is s z. Then
m
1 z q 1 dz .
I f , l s , 2.15 .  .H m2p i z x z q 1 q z q 1 iy y m .  .  .C
where
< < 4C s z : z s 1 ,
oriented in the positive direction.
 .Since Re m ) 0 the integrand in 2.15 only has the pole z s 0 inside C
and hence
my1 .
I f , l s . . m
l q m .
 .  .ii Proof of 2.14 . Let l s x q iy. Then
my2 is y2 isy1 e 1 q e ds .pr2
G f , l s . 2.16 .  .H my2 is y2 isp x ypr2 1 y e x q 1 q e iy y m .  .  .
Let z s ey2 is. Then
m
1 1 q z dz .
yxG f , l s . H m2p i 1 y z x q 1 q z iy y m .  .  .C
m my1 1 1 q z dz .  .
s , 2.17 .Hm m2p i Cl q m z y l y m r l q m . .  .
 .  .  .where C is as in 2.15 . Since Re m ) 0, l y m r l q m lies inside C.
Hence
m
2 y1 x .
yxG f , l s . 2.18 .  .mq 1
l q m .
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 .DEFINITION 2.5. Henceforth we shall replace the function G F, l by the
function
1 pr2 y2 isH F , l s yxG F , l s e F i x tan s q y ds 2.19 .  .  .  .H
p ypr2
when applying Theorem 2.3.
 .  .Remark 2.6. Theorem 2.3 remains true if H F, l replaces G F, l in
 .  .its statements. This is because H F, l / 0 iff G F, l / 0.
THEOREM 2.7. Let l s x q iy, x ) 0, and
` Pj
F l s R l q , 2.20 .  .  . m j
l y m .js1 j
 4  4 `where Re m ) 0 and m are positi¨ e integers and R is in H . Thenj j
m j` y1 P . j
I F , l s q R l 2.21 .  .  . m j
js1 l q m /j
and
m j` y1 m P . j j
H F , l s 2 x . 2.22 .  . m jq 1
js1 l q m /j
Proof. The proofs are an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4 and
Definition 2.5.
 .COROLLARY. If F l is meromorphic in Re l ) 0, then a necessary and
sufficient condition for F to be in H` is that
H F , x s 0 .
 .on some open inter¨ al a, b , 0 - a - b.
 .  .Proof. We only need to prove the H F, x ' 0 on a, b implies F is in
`  .H . Thus let l s x. Then 2.22 has the form
` m Pj jm jH F , x s 2 x y1 . .  . m jq 1x q m .js1 j
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But this function is the restriction of the meromorphic function,
` m Pj jm jÃH F , l s 2l y1 , Re l ) 0 .  . m jq 1
l q m .js1 j
to Im l s 0. Thus if
ÃH F , x ' 0 on a, b , H F , l ' 0 on Re l ) 0 .  .  .
Ã .  .  .  .and consequently so is H F, l , since xrl H F, l s H F, l .
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the family of scalar second order neutral
functional differential equations
2d 1
x t q x t y 2h q x t q 0, h G 0. 2.23 .  .  .  .2 4dt
 w x.It is well known see 2 that the stability behavior of any member of the
 .family 2.23 is determined by the poles of the holomorphic function
y1y2 lhe
2F l, h s l 1 q q 1 h G 0, fixed . 2.24 .  .  . /4
 .Clearly when h s 0 the poles of F l, 0 lie on the imaginary axis and
 . `hence F l, 0 is not in H . However, using a small perturbation argument,
 . `it can be shown that there exists h ) 0 such that F l, h is in H if0
0 - h - h . The problem is to estimate h . A simple computation solving0 0
the equations
2l s iw2 y w 4 q cos a y i sin a q 4 s 0,
a s 2wh
shows that
’3 p
h s 1.36034952318Ç0 4
w s 1.15470053838.Ç
 .Thus, since the interval of stability of the family 2.23 is known, we can
apply Theorem 2.3 for practical comparison tests of the stability of the
family.
When h s 1.37 and h s 1.36 the two integral tests were difficult to use
 .because F l, h had poles ``close'' to the imaginary axis and because we
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used Simpson's method with a uniform partitioning. However, for h s 1
they were quite effective as the following experiment shows The value of
 .F 1, 1 is
F 1, 1 s .491682255339. . Ç
wWe used Simpson's method over the interval ypr2 q .0001, pr2 y
x  .  ..0001 , with 200 equispaced partitions. The results for I F, 1 and H F, 1
were respectively
I F , 1 s .491684093537 .
and
H F , 1 s y5.85552752375 = 10y7 , .
 .which conform to the known stability of F l, 1 .
For h s 2 the corresponding results were
I F , 2 s .559576912078 . Ç
H F , 2 s .65931227449. . Ç
Since
F 1, 2 s .498857887385 . Ç
 .it is clear that for h s 2 the system 2.29 is unstable.
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let
1
F l s . . 2 ’l q l q l q 1
  ..Here, H F 1 , evaluated approximately, using Simpson's rule and 100
y10   ..equispaced partitions, is y1.025360803 = 10 , i.e., H F 1 s 0. Using
the same number of partitions
H F 1.1 ( y.73148744 = 10y11. . .
 . `Thus we may empirically conclude that F l is in H .
` .  . `DEFINITION 2.8. F is said to be in H a if F l q a is in H .
LEMMA 2.9. Let F be uniformly bounded and analytic in a neighborhood
` .of Re l s a. Then F is in H a if and only if there exists a neighborhood, U,
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in Re l ) 0 such that either
1 pr2
F a q i x tan s q y ds s F l q a .  .H
p ypr2
or
1 pr2 y2 ise F a q i x tan s q y ds s 0 .H
p ypr2
in U.
Proof. The proofs are immediate corollaries of Theorem 2.3.
If F is in H`, Lemma 2.9 can sometimes be used to estimate the real
part of the domain of analyticity of F in a right half plane. The following
example is an illustration.
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the system in Example 2.1 when h s 1. This
 .system is uniformly exponentially stable since the poles of 2.24 lie in
 w x.Re l - 0 for 0 - h F 1.36 see 1 .
 .  .Let F l, 1 satisfy 2.24 for h s 1. We compute the approximate
integrals
1 pr2 y2 is w xe F y.1 q i tan s ds 2.25 .H
p ypr2
and
1 pr2 y2 is w xe F y.3 q i tan s ds 2.26 .H
p ypr2
wusing Simpson's Rule with 150 partitions of the interval ypr2 q
x  ..0001, pr2 y .0001 . The value of the approximate integral 2.25 is
y5  .y1.66519784793 = 10 , and the value of the approximate integral 2.26
 . ` .is 1.65435359184. Thus we conclude that F l, 1 is in H y.1 but not in
` .H y.3 . Indeed the equation
1
2 y2 lf l s l 1 q e q 1 .  /4
has a zero at
l s .201602148243 " i1.05200914186.Ç
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